
A city frozen in time 
Photographer Sooni Taraporevala, who returns with a new solo, draws a 
connection between the old-world Bombay and the new-age Mumbai 

Spectators at 
airshow, Marine 
Drive, Mumbai 2005
The airshow in 2005 yielded many 
good photographs for me. It was 
an amazing day when thousands 
came onto Marine Drive to watch 
the planes do their acrobatic 
stunts. It was Mumbai at its 
diverse best. The kid in this photo 
looks so excited with his arms up 
like he’s wanting to be beamed up 
to the planes.

C
urated by 
Siddharth Dhan-
vant Shanghvi, 
Home in the City 
| Bombay 1977 - 

Mumbai 2017 is as the title 
suggests a photo chronicle 
of the metropolis by pho-
tographer, screenwriter 
and filmmaker Sooni 
Taraporevala. Ahead of 
her show at Fort’s Chem-
ould Prescott Road, which 
opens to the public on 
Saturday, Taraporevala 
shares few of her favourite 
images.

Colaba Women Bikers, Bombay 1986 
This was taken at Colaba Causeway — the bikers are 
of course two Parsi women — probably from Cusrow 
Baug across the way. I would love to find out who they 
are and invite them to my book launch. 

Water politics, Bombay 1980
I have no recollection of where I took this photo. It’s a 
typical scene and it shows the power dynamic — the 
gesticulating woman is obviously on top of the food 
chain, or rather water chain.

Streetside services, typist, Mumbai 2016
I captured this street typist last year opposite the 
court. In my book, it is next to a photo of a streetside 
palmist and lawyer I took in 1977. What’s amazing 
about our cities is that such services still exist. 

Salim and Tukloo, Bombay 1986
Salim and Tukloo were part of the gang we hung out 
with while researching Salaam Bombay!  The gang 
took care of the garbage dump at Grant Road station 
where they lived. There are two frames of Tukloo. In 
this one with his cap on, he looks like a real tough guy. 
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